Group 3
Building better understanding of risk assessment

Stakeholder Conference
Transparency in Risk Assessment
Question 1

- different stakeholders have different needs (eg applicants vs civil society)

- all need to know what data included, what not included and why

- Clear identification of inclusion/exclusion criteria

- need for dialogue (eg what is needed for applications, answers to queries/complaints)
Clarity of outputs assessed differently by scientists/specialists vs lay audiences

Need to be clear about uncertainties and how reflected in conclusions

Laymen’s summaries (Q&A..) could be useful for certain topics but need to ensure message consistent with science

Need to explain technical terms (GLP, HACCP..)
Question 4 & 5

- Outreach to some professional communities (not yet fully aware of EFSA’s work)
- Better explain RA vs RM (in part to general press)
- Better engagement with Member States
- Support for videos – explain core of discussion on topical issues